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1. Title of the program: National Science Day 

2. Name of the Coordinator/s :  Dr. RESMI V C and VIPIN KD (NSS Programme Officers) 

3. Organizing Department/Cell :  NSS 

4. Date : 28/02/2022 

5. Number of participants: 37 

6. Venue: Auditorium, SNM College 

7. Resource Person/ Inauguration: Dr. JITHA TH, SNM College Principal 

8. Objective of the Program :   to promote scientific curiosity, knowledge, and innovation among 

students by showcasing their scientific projects, experiments, and inventions. It aims to create  a 

passion for science, nurture critical thinking skills and encourage young minds to explore and excel in 

the field of science and technology. 

9. Detailed description of the event: As part of Science Day, NSS unit number 47 arranged a science 

exhibition ‘RAMANISM’ in the college auditorium. College Principal Dr TH Jitha inaugurated the 

function. Teachers from different teaching departments in the college  attended the  inauguration 

function. Programme officers Dr, Resmi V,C and Vipin KD gave necessary guidance for conducting the 

exhibition. NSS volunteer secretaries Shahir Muhammad TM and Lidhiya Krishna M D coordinated 

the program. Teachers and students from different departments in the college came to see the 

exhibition of different scientific instruments, charts and materials. As a part of observing Science 

Day, volunteers also organized a science quiz for the students of the college. 

10. Outcome of the event/Evaluation by Program Coordinator: 

NSS Volunteers particularly the student volunteers  pursuing graduation programmes in science got 

an opportunity to exhibit their class room knowledge in front the teachers and students from 

different departments in the college. Plan to conduct this exhibition stimulated an enthusiasm 

among students towards different theoretical scientific explorations and enquiries to arrange at 

least one scientific matter by their side. Thus this exhibition was a platform for students to showcase 

their scientific talents, share knowledge, and inspire their peers.  
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